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Abstract—Blockchains are finding evermore applications. One
underused application of blockchains is local currencies. Local
currencies are currencies that float in a restricted area in
purpose of growing the local economy by forcing local spending.
We introduce the concept of geographical demurrage: money
loses of its value the farther away it is spent. We construct
four generic local cryptocurrencies: a regular one mimicking
local paper money; a second that restricts spending to the
dedicated geographical area; a third that utilizes geographical
demurrage for maintaining the system, and a fourth that lifts the
geographical restrictions and maintains geographical demurrage,
thus creating a universal local cryptocurrency: a currency that
loses value correspondingly to the distance between its point of
reception and point of spending. So without the need to restrict
spending to a given geographical sphere, the currency will always
encourage local spending, no matter where it is spent; yielding
a universal local cryptocurrency we name LCoin.

Index Terms—Blockchain, Cryptocurrency, Local Currency

I. INTRODUCTION

Emulating cash in a digital form has been a cryptographs’
goal for a long time. Blockchains made this possible with
the introduction of Bitcoin [1]. The data written in the blocks
must meet certain criteria and rules. In Bitcoin the data are
transactions and they must be solvable (i.e., more units owned
by sender then units sent). Other blockchains have different
applications and thus different rules [2]–[6].

A distinction is made between entities that maintain the
blockchain and entities that create entries for the blockchain.
Overlapping may occur. Maintainers of the blockchain are
called miners, while those who create entries are called users
or clients. The blockchain’s openness can be categorized into:
• permissionless if the set of miners is unspecified;
• permissioned if the set of miners is specified;
• public if the set of clients is unspecified;
• private if the set of clients is specified.
In some cases it is better to have high blockchain openness,

such as cryptocurrencies; while in others it is not desired, such
as a blockchain type ledger for a consortium of corporations.

Reaching consensus among miners is the key factor in
blockchains. There are many ways to do that [7].

A. Local Currency

One form of currency is local currency [8]. Local currencies
are not issued nor used by a country’s highest administrative
authority. A Local currency circulates over a dedicated geo-
graphical sphere which is smaller than the country’s. The goal

of local currencies is to reinforce the local economy [9]. This is
done by forcing local spending. Local currencies are governed
by local institutions (usually associations). These institutions
have a network of adherant shops. The local currency must be
pegged to the sovereign currency, and no fractional reserve
is permitted: the institution must hold 100% of the local
currency’s backing. Users can buy local currency from the
institution. Only local shops are allowed to convert local
currency back to sovereign currency by paying a fee to the
institution. These conversion fees fuel the institution’s working
capital.

The local currencies who enter the digital world most often
take the form of a centralized payment system. This permits
accurate statistics on the local currency’s usage. On the other
hand it creates a single point of failure and control. The local
institutions are generally disinclined to the use of blockchains
because of its reputation in illegal activities.

Wörgl’s local currency implemented a concept of temporal
demurrage [10] where there is a cost associated with owning
or holding currency over a given period.

We introduce the concept of geographical demurrage where
there is a cost associated with spending currency over a
distance from where it was acquired.

B. Distance Bounding

Distance bounding protocols [11] permit a specific device,
the prover, to prove to another device, the verifier, that they
are close by. Distance bounding protocols rely on the special
theory of relativity stating that C, the speed of light, is the
upper limit for the speed at which conventional matter or
energy (and thus any signal carrying information) can travel
through space [12]. Distance bounding protocols work by tim-
ing the delay between sending out a challenge bit and receiving
back the corresponding response bit. Since information cannot
travel faster than C, we can bound the distance between the
prover and verifier to the distance travelled by light during the
same delay. Distance bounding protocols defend against many
fraud types [13], [14].

C. Contributions

We propose four generic constructions for local cryptocur-
rencies. The geniricity of the constructions resides in the
modulable parameters of the blockchain, most prominently the
consensus mechanism, but also block confirmation time, block



Restricted Area Geographical Demurrage
Generic 1 X X
Generic 2 X X
Generic 3 X X
Universal X X

TABLE I: Four constructions properties.

size etc. The first construction emulates local paper money
still allowing monetary circulation outside of the dedicated
area. It is comparable to other existing local cryptocurrencies
such as the e-Léman. The second construction builds on
the first and restricts monetary circulation outside of the
dedicated area. We do this by using the shops as Certificate
Authorities to produce certificates proving that clients who
wish to receive funds are indeed in the dedicated area. Shops
verify proximity of clients with distance bounding protocols.
The third construction introduces the concept of geographical
demurrage: clients have to pay for transacting over distances.
This is the first mention of geographical demurrage to the best
of our knowledge. This geographical demurrage can be used to
maintain the institution’s working capital and/or to incentivize
shops to join the network. The fourth and final construction
rids the third one from the geographical restriction and keeps
the geographical demurrage. This yields a cryptocurrency that
loses of its value when spent far away, which incentivizes local
spending without any restriction on the locality of the currency.
We call this a universal local cryptocurrency and we name it:
LCoin. Table I summarizes each construction’s characteristics.

D. Related Work

Blockchains for local currencies has been disregarded [15],
[16], but is now on the rise [17]. We explore below the two
most prominent examples: Colu and Léman.

a) Colu: Colu provides a link between the local economy
and Ethereum’s blockchain; Colu’s smartphone application
being the intermediary. Some local authority contacts Colu
to implement a Colu local currency. Colu creates an ERC20
dedicated coin for this region (the “local Colu”), and they
fix its price of 1 Colu to 1 sovereign currency unit. Local
shops sign up with Colu to be allowed to receive local Colu
transactions via their app. Local shops pay Colu a fee which
is less than that of credit cards. Colu initially created the Colu
Local Network coin on Ethereum as an ICO. Colu seems very
centralized since transactions are processed solely by Colu.
The only advantage of using this architecture with dedicated
ERC20 acting as local coins is the immutable transaction
history. Furthermore, the very goal of local currencies is to
force a currency to circulate inside its dedicated geographical
sphere; but Colu takes away part of this money as the fees
charged to local shops go back to the Colu corporation.

b) Léman: The Léman is a set of two local currencies
around the Geneva Lake (also called Lac Léman). It lies
between France and Switzerland. The two currencies are
the Swiss Léman which is of fixed parity with the Swiss

Franc; and the French Léman which is of fixed parity with
the Euro. Both Léman currencies exist in paper format. The
Léman Foundation created a specific blockchain to support the
digital Léman, called Com’Chain. It is a clone of Ethereum’s
blockchain. Anybody can become a miner, given they get
approval by the Léman Foundation. The Léman Foundation
gives accreditation to people who are invested in the local
currency’s well being. The Léman Foundation created a smart-
phone application to be the interface between users and miners.
Only shops who are registered with the Léman Foundation are
allowed to receive transactions. Most of this information was
harvested by interviewing Léman Foundation members.

II. LOCAL CRYPTOCURRENCY

A. Generic Local Cryptocurrency I

The local currency institution is in charge of the project, as
for local paper money. It gets legal approval, it writes up a
charter and calls for local shops to participate.

Blockchain: All our constructions have the same type of
blockchain. The blockchain needs to be permissioned, where
the set of miners is a subset of associated local shops. The
consensus process is left to the institution’s discretion: this is
part of the blockchain’s genericity.

Coins and Transactions: When clients buy local cryp-
tocurrency from the institution in exchange of sovereign cur-
rency, the institution safeguards the sovereign currency and is-
sues a transaction on the blockchain to mint the corresponding
amount of coins in the client’s name. The institution effectively
plays the role of an exchange platform. When shops want to
buy back sovereign currency from the institution, a fee could
be applied to give the institution working capital. When a
buy back occurs, the corresponding coins on the blockchain
are destroyed. Transactions are left in the format of unspent
transaction output (UTXO): a transaction’s output is used as
input in a subsequent transaction, by signing it and binding
it with the recipient’s public key. We do not address privacy
issues at this point in time. Transactions can have multiple
inputs and one or two outputs. Each input is a separate coin.
The first output is the beneficiary’s coins, and the second is
sender’s the leftover change.

Unrestricted Area: In such a construction, transactions
could occur between people who are not physically in the
local currency’s dedicated grographical sphere. Furthermore,
nothing prevents unaffiliated shops (whether local or non-
local) of actively receiving payment in the local currency.
However, they cannot buy back sovereign currrency from the
institution, since they are not affiliated. Though this is legal,
it goes against the local currency’s raison d’être. However,
despite its obvious issues, this does not fall behind local
paper money for it suffers from the same vice. One way to
restrict spending to a dedicated area is to only allow shops as
transaction recipients. Then clients cannot send money to each
other. This seems a major hindrance, and could be a major wall
preventing adoption of the local currency.



Trust in Shops: It is true that clients have to trust
associated shops, since their colluding could hinder the entire
cryptocurrency. And trusting a finite set of entities would be a
major flaw in any cryptocurrency. But comparing this to local
paper currencies where clients trust that shops who adhered
to the institution will follow the charter they signed: both
scenarios require trust in shops, albeit the local cryptocurrency
version is much more detrimental to the clients if the shops
turn out to be untrustworthy. This is still much more secure
than a digital local currencyy (non cryptocurrency). This has
no single point of failure, and it requires a majority of shops to
be malicious and to collude in order to steel people’s money.
Whereas in conventional digital currency, one has to blindly
trust the institution in charge of all transactions.

B. Generic Local Cryptocurrency II

This version of the local cryptocurrency builds on the
previous one. We add a layer for limiting transactions to the
geographical sphere. This is done by introducing a Point of
Attachment and using distance bounding protocols to issue
certificates of proximity.

Each coin has a Point of Attachment (PoA): this is the
location of the coin at the current moment. When a coin is
created, its PoA is the same as its creator, the institution.
Whenever a coin is spent, its new PoA is the recipient’s
location at the moment of transaction. The location of the
recipient must be specified along with its public key. To
determine the location of a recipient at the time of transaction,
we use certificates delivered by Certificate Authorities (CAs).
In our case, we limit ourselves to affiliated shops being the
CAs, since local currency users inherently trust them for being
part of the network. Before issuing a certificate of proximity,
CAs run a distance bounding protocol with the client to verify
their proximity. The certificate of proximity comprises the
public key of the client, along with the CA’s location and
the current time. If the recipient is an affiliated shop, then the
shop just issues a certificate in its own name without running
a distance bounding protocol. If the recipient is a client (peer-
to-peer transfer), then the client must meet a CA and run a
distance bounding protocol. The CA issues a certificate of
proximity for the recipient which then sends it to the sender.
The sender has a set amount of time to make the transaction.
Let τ be the duration of time the certificate is valid for: miners
do not accept a certificate older than τ to include in the
blockchain. We suppose synchronicity between CAs.

Restricted Area: We can finally restrict monetary circu-
lation to the dedicated geographical area. This is a wanted
restriction in local currencies but that is unenforceable. We
also trust shops as Certificate AUthorities. This trust is not
problematic since we already trust the shops to mine the
blockchain which is much more important. For the blockchain,
we trust that most shops are not malicious and colluding,
though for the certificates we trust that all shops do not collude
with clients to issue false certificates of proximity.

C. Generic Local Cryptocurrency III

Transactions on the blockchain incorporate geographical
demurrage. Whenever a coin is spent, geographical demurrage
is applied on it. The geographical demurrage is calculated
based on the distance between the coin’s successive PoAs.

Let δ(·) : R≥0 → [0, 1] be a function that takes as
input a distance, and outputs the corresponding geographical
demurrage. δ(·) must be a strictly increasing function with:
δ(0) = 0. Thanks to these properties, when a coin is spent
exactly where it is, there ni no demurrage; but when a coin is
spent farther then the demurrage is bigger.

Example: Let S be the sender and R the receiver. Let A,
B and C be three points. Suppose S received n coins when
S was at A. S wants to send m < n coins to R at an ulterior
moment in time where S is at B and R is at C. Then the
transaction is going to cost S : δ(||AC||).

Example: Let Alice buy coins from the institution. These
coins’ PoA is set to be the institution’s headquarters’ location.
When Alice spends part of these coins at a shop, demurrage
is computed based on the distance between the institution’s
headquarters and the shop. When Alice sends money to Bob,
Bob has to go into a registered shop (or the institution’s
headquarters) and do a distance bounding protocol to prove
he is in the vicinity of this location. Alice sends Bob coins
on which demurrage is applied based on the distance between
the institution’s headquarters and the shop Bob went to.

Transactions: Transactions can have multiple inputs and
multiple outputs. Each input is a separate coin. The first output
is the beneficiary, and the rest of the outputs are the remainder
of the coins, i.e., the change. Thus, a sender can choose to
pay some part of the transaction from coin Ca from PoA A,
another part of the transaction from coin Cb from PoA B etc.
Figure 1 illustrates this. Equations 1 and 2 detail this. Let
there be n inputs, and n+ 1 outputs: out0 corresponds to the
recipient’s sent coins, while outj 6=0 correspond to the change
of coin inj 6=0. Let ∆i 6=0 be the distance between input ini
and the recipient’s location. d(·) is the demurrage function:
it takes a distance and outputs the corresponding demurrage
rate. Let out0,i be the amount of coin i that went into out0.
Equation 2 dictates that the amount from coin i that went to the
beneficiary is equal to or less than the amount sent (ini−outi)
on which geographical demurrage has been applied.

n∑
i=1

out0,i = out0 (1)

∀i ∈ {1, · · · , n}, (ini − outi) · (1− d(∆i)) ≥ out0,i(2)

The geographical demurrage can be seen as a fee to transact
over distances. We propose two ways to handle fees: either the
institution benefits or the shops.

Fees to the institution: In this option the fee in itself is
destroyed: there is no beneficiary whom the fee goes to and can
spend it. However, that does not entail money being destroyed.
Since the institution is compelled to have the equivalent of
local currency safeguarded in sovereign currency, when the
amount of local currency decreases, the institution is no longer
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Fig. 1: Transaction Structure.

compelled to hold onto all of its sovereign currency reserve.
The amount of local currency destroyed by geographical
demurrage is gained by the institution. The institution can then
use this money as working capital.

Fees to the shops: Another possibility we propose, is
that the fees go to the miners – as happens in most cryp-
tocurrencies. The miners here are the shops. They would be
rewarded for taking part in the blockchain. Furthermore, they
would be incentivized to be transparent and trusworthy, since
maintaining the blockchain securely guarantees them income.
This would also make up for their loss during reconversion of
local currency to sovereign currency.

D. Universal Local Cryptocurrency: LCoin

In this final construction, we lift the geographic restriction
that was imposed in constructions II and III. Equivalently
we could add geographical demurrage to construction I. The
transaction format remains the same as in construction III with
Figure 1 and Equations 1 and 2 still applying. We call such a
universal local cryptocurrency LCoin.

Discussion: This cryptocurrency is by design geographi-
cally unrestricted. However it still One could argue that this
makes it a non local currrency for it is meant to be used in an
unlimited area. However we do consider it a local currency in
the sense of propelling local spending, since this new type of
currency always encourages and incentivizes local spending.
This universal local cryptocurrency has big scalable potential.

For the application of such a universal local cryptocurrency,
different shops from different areas have to join the same
network. It would be incumbent to have multiple exchange
platforms to buy LCoins from, so people can easily buy local
currency. Moreover, as the network grows geographically, trust
becomes more difficult to maintain: clients have to trust a
network made of shops whose majority is unknown to the
client. We foresee that such a theoretical universal local cryp-
tocurrency will inherently have borders such as state borders
since it is easier to enforce laws within the same judicial
structure. Another potential downside is that if it grows to

cover most of a sovereign state’s area, the state could consider
it as a competition to its national currency and intervene.

III. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have tackled the topic of local cryptocur-
rencies. We have introduced a generic blockchain that mimics
local paper money. Then we restricted money circulation
to the dedicated geographical sphere, which is desired but
unachieved in current local currencies – digital or otherwise.
We achieved this with the use of distance bounding protocols.
The shops play the role of Certificate Authorities and issue
certificates of proximity for clients who wish to receive funds.
We introduced the notion of geographical demurrage. We used
geographical demurrage on the local cryptocurrency to help
maintain the system. Finally, by lifting the restrictions on
local spending and keeping the geographical demurrage, we
obbtain a universal local cryptocurrency we name LCoin. This
cryptocurrency incentivizes local spending and is not restricted
to any area.
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